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Joseph Lstiburek is the founding principal of Building
Science Corporation. Dr. Lstiburek’s work ranges
widely, from providing expert witness testimony to
overseeing research and development projects, to
writing for the ASHRAE Journal and buildingscience.
com. Dr. Lstiburek’s commitment to advancing the
building industry has had a lasting impact on building
codes and practices throughout the world, particularly
in the areas of air barriers, vapor barriers, and vented and
unvented roof assemblies. For example, his work with
industry partners through the Department of Energy’s
Building America program led to significant research
into the wetting and drying of walls and ultimately
to a major code change relaxing the requirement for
vapor barriers in the International Residential Code.
Dr. Lstiburek is also an acclaimed educator who has taught thousands of professionals
over the past three decades and written countless papers as well as the best-selling
Builder Guides. Fittingly, the Wall Street Journal has described him as “the dean of North
American building science.” He has a joy for telling tall tales to his protégés and audiences.
Dr. Lstiburek holds a Bachelor of Applied Science in Mechanical Engineering, a Master of
Engineering in Civil Engineering, and a Doctor of Philosophy (Ph.D.) in Building Science. While
still an undergrad, Dr. Lstiburek worked as a residential construction manager; during his Master’s
degree, he developed the Air Drywall Approach to air barriers. Other formative experiences
include working on the Canada-wide Super Energy Efficient Housing R-2000 program and serving
as senior engineer on commercial construction projects for Trow in Toronto. Dr. Lstiburek founded
BSC in 1990 with his business partner Betsy Pettit, and he has been a key figure in establishing BSC
as one of the most influential, innovative, and respected building science firms in North America.
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Residential Foam Guide

RESIDENTIAL FOAM GUIDE
Houses are environmental separators – they keep the outside out and the
inside in. Houses have walls, roofs and foundations that each have to be
connected to each other (Figure 1). To function as environmental separators
the walls, roofs and foundations have to be able to handle water, air, vapor and
heat. How they handle water, air, vapor and heat depends on the materials
used and the design. Spray foam is unique in that it has the ability to handle
all four although many designs do not require spray foam to handle all four.
This guide provides information on how to use spray foam in walls, roofs and
foundations.
Figure 1: Houses have walls, roofs and foundations
that each have to be connected to each other.

OVERVIEW
Spray foam insulation has significant advantages over other insulation systems
due to the spray foam ability to provide continuity of the water control, air
control, vapor control and thermal control layers necessary for environmental
separation. Using spray foam results in low exterior air leakage that provides
significant energy efficiency and significant sound attenuation. Using spray
foam results in excellent vapor control and thermal efficiency.

WALLS

Figure 2: Common residential wall using spray
polyurethane foam (SPF).

The most common residential wall is a wood frame wall with wood based
sheathing. The wood based sheathing has a water control layer installed on
its exterior surface. A cladding is installed over this water control layer. An air
gap is provided between the cladding and the water control layer to provide
drainage of rainwater that penetrates the cladding. The cavity insulation
can be low density open cell or high density closed cell spray foam. Both
foam types work in most climates. As long as spray foam is sprayed to the
minimum depth classified as an air impermeable insulation, the foam does
not need to completely fill the cavity. In the International Energy Conservation
Code (IECC) Climate Zones 6 and higher, high density closed cell spray foam
provides additional condensation control and will qualify as Class II vapor
retarder at 1.5”. Low density open cell spray foam can be utilized with an
interior vapor retarder to control condensation. High density closed cell
insulation is preferred in cold climates and meets the code requirements for
both condensation control for air impermeable insulation and acts as a code
prescribed Class II vapor retarder as specified in the International Residential
Code (IRC) section R702.7 for IECC Climate Zones 5-8 and marine 4. The
interior lining is gypsum board with acrylic latex paint (Figure 2). The water
control layer can be a housewrap, a building paper, a fluid applied membrane,
a fully adhered synthetic membrane, or it can be a coating that comes on the
wood based sheathing from the manufacturer. The water control layer in this
type of wall should not be a vapor barrier – it should be semi vapor permeable
– greater than 5 perms. Interior vapor barrier coatings on the gypsum board
such as vinyl wallcoverings, oil or alkyd paints should be avoided. The air
gap behind the cladding can be provided by using a textured housewrap, a
drainage mat or furring strips at least 3/16 inch thick. Sill gasket is an effective
furring strip.
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Hybrid walls can be constructed where spray polyurethane foam can be
used in conjunction with other cavity insulations such as fiberglass and
cellulose. Figure 3 is a variation of Figure 2 where high density closed
cell spray polyurethane foam is installed on the interior surface of the wood
based sheathing. The thickness or thermal resistance of the spray foam is
specified by the International Residential Code (IRC) based on climate zone
and thickness of the wall framing (Table 1).

Figure 3: Hybrid walls can be constructed where
spray polyurethane foam can be used in conjunction
with other cavity insulations such as fiberglass and
cellulose.

Spray polyurethane foam can also be applied to the interior of rigid foam
exterior sheathings such as foil faced isocyanurates and extruded polystyrene
(XPS). In these assemblies the water control layer is typically the taped joints
of the exterior rigid insulation. The cavity insulation can be low density open
cell or high density closed cell spray foam (Figure 4). Where low density open
cell spray foam is used, the thickness or thermal resistance of the rigid foam
exterior sheathing is specified by the International Residential Code (IRC)
based on climate zone and thickness of the wall framing (Table 1).

Table 1
Insulation for Condensation Control*

7
Spray polyurethane foam can also

the water control layer is typically the taped joints
of the exterior rigid insulation. The cavity insulation
can be low density open cell or high density closed
cell spray foam.

Figure 5: Unvented conditioned attics can be
constructed by installing low density open cell or
high density closed cell spray foam directly to the
underside of the roof deck.

Ratio of Rigid Board
Insulation or Air
Impermeable R-Value to
Total Insulation R-Value

R-3.5

R-13

R-16.5

20%

R-5

R-20

R-25

20%

R-5

R-13

R-18

30%

R-7.5

R-20

R-27.5

30%
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be applied to the interior of rigid foam exterior
sheathings such as foil faced isocyanurates and
extruded polystyrene (XPS). In these assemblies

Total Wall
Assembly
Insulation

Rigid Board
or Air
Impermeable
Insulation
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Figure 4:

Total
Cavity
Insulation

Climate
Zone

8

R-7.5

R-13

R-20.5

35%

R-11.25

R-20

R-31.25

35%

R-10

R-13

R-28

45%

R-15

R-20

R-35

45%

R-15

R-13

R-28

50%

R-20

R-20

R-40

50%

*Adapted from Table 702.1 2018 International Residential Code (IRC)

ROOFS
The most common residential roof is an attic that is wood framed, typically
using trusses. It can be either an unvented conditioned attic or a vented
unconditioned attic. Unvented conditioned attics are common in warm climates
where basement construction is not common. The absence of basements
typically results in mechanical systems and ductwork being located in attic
spaces. Locating mechanical systems and ductwork in vented unconditioned
attic spaces is a large thermal penalty, and in hot humid and mixed humid
climates results in significant condensation issues. Vented unconditioned
attics are common in cold climates where basement construction is typical.
Mechanical systems and ductwork in cold climates are typically located in
basements and interior floor framing rather than in attics, avoiding associated
large thermal penalties.
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Unvented conditioned attics can be constructed by installing low density open
cell or high density closed cell spray foam directly to the underside of the roof
deck (Figure 5). Both foam types work in most climates. In IECC Climate
Zones 5 and higher only high density closed cell spray foam should be used.
Hybrid attics can be constructed in IECC Climate Zones 5 and higher using
a combination of high density closed cell spray foam and low density open
cell spray foam (Figure 6). The thickness or thermal resistance of the high
density closed cell spray foam is specified by the International Residential
Code (IRC) based on climate zone (Table 2). A further variation is where
the low density open cell spray foam is replaced with fiberglass or cellulose
insulation (Figure 7). Again, the thickness or thermal resistance of the high
density closed cell spray foam is specified by the International Residential
Code (IRC) based on climate zone (Table 2).
Vented unconditioned attics are typically constructed using spray foam in
conjunction with fiberglass or cellulose insulation. The key to the performance
of vented unconditioned attics is continuity of the air control layer located at
the ceiling plane. It is difficult to provide airtightness at the ceiling plane
using typical sealants. Spray foam is used to seal the ceiling plane in an
airtight manner (Figure 8). It is critical to provide air sealing at the perimeter
to control wind washing of air permeable insulation. The spray foam creates
an airtight “bathtub” that is then filled with air permeable insulation such as
fiberglass or cellulose. Typically, high density closed cell spray foam is used
for this application.

Figure 6: Hybrid attics can be constructed using a
combination of high density closed cell spray foam
and low density open cell spray foam.

Figure 7: A further variation of hybrid attics is where
the low density open cell spray foam is replaced with
fiberglass or cellulose insulation.

In low slope roof construction similar approaches are used to those used with
unvented conditioned attics. Most low slope roof construction using spray
foam use a hybrid approach where a combination of high density closed cell
spray foam is used with fiberglass or cellulose insulation (Figure 9). Again,
the thickness or thermal resistance of the high density closed cell spray foam
is specified by the International Residential Code (IRC) based on climate zone
(Table 2).

Table 2
Insulation for Condensation Control*
Climate
Zone

Rigid Board or
Air Impermeable
Insulation

Code
Required
R-Value

Ratio of Rigid Board Insulation or Air
Impermeable R-Value to Total Insulation R-Value

1,2,3

R-5

R-38

10%

4C

R-10

R-49

20%

4A,4B

R-15

R-49

30%

5

R-20

R-49

40%

6

R-25

R-49

50%

7

R-30

R-49

60%

8

R-35

R-49

70%

Figure 8: Vented unconditioned attics are typically
constructed using spray foam in conjunction with
fiberglass or cellulose insulation.
The key to the
performance of vented unconditioned attics is
continuity of the air control layer located at the ceiling
plane.

*Adapted from Table R 806.5 2018 International Residential Code (IRC)
Figure 9:
Most low slope roof construction
using spray foam use a hybrid approach where a
combination of high density closed cell spray foam is
used with fiberglass or cellulose insulation.
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Figure 10: The best way to remove moisture
from the attic space is to provide air change. Air
is exhausted from the peak of the attic using an
exhaust fan ducted to the exterior.

Wherever unvented conditioned attics are constructed, a means of moisture
removal from the attic is necessary. The “conditioned” part of unvented
conditioned attics is important. The best way to remove moisture from the
attic space is to provide air change. Air is exhausted from the peak of the attic
using an exhaust fan ducted to the exterior. This creates a slight negative
air pressure in the attic, and air is drawn from the house below. To create
“balanced’ ventilation in the house, supply air is provided from the outside
to the return side of the air handler (Figure 10). The amount of air supplied
and exhausted should be the same – hence the term balanced ventilation.
The quantity of this air flow should be based on the International Residential
Code – 2018. To prevent over ventilation or under ventilation, a motorized
damper is installed at the outdoor air supply of the system. The operation of
the motorized damper is coupled or linked to the operation of the attic exhaust
fan – the attic exhaust fan operates only when the motorized damper is open
and the HVAC system blower is operating.

FOUNDATIONS
Basement foundations are best insulated on the interior thereby avoiding
issues with respect to insects such as ants and termites, issues with respect to
protecting exterior insulation during the construction process, and protecting
exterior insulation above grade during the life of the building.

Figure 11a: Spray foam insulation can be directly
applied to the interior of concrete foundation walls.

Spray foam insulation can be directly applied to the interior of concrete
foundation walls (Figure 11a) and under basement floor slabs (Figure 11b).
High density closed cell or low density open cell spray foam should not be
used on the exterior of basement foundations. In IECC Climate Zones 5 and
higher high density closed cell spray foam is recommended on the interior of
concrete basement foundation walls. Low density open cell spray foam should
never be used under basement floor slabs….only high density closed cell
spray foam should be used…and should only be used over a granular capillary
break. A hybrid approach can also be used in combination with fiberglass or
cellulose insulation (Figure 12).
There are two common crawlspace
foundation
approaches
the
crawlspace is either “vented” and
“not conditioned” and connected to
the “outside”...or...the crawlspace is
“not vented” and “conditioned” and
connected to the “inside”. Of the
two approaches, the most energy
efficient is the not-vented conditioned
approach. However, not all sites
are compatible with not-vented
conditioned crawlspaces such as
areas with high water tables, swamps
and flooding concerns.

Figure 11b: Spray foam insulation can be directly
applied to the interior of concrete foundation walls
and under basement floor slabs.
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Figure 12:

A hybrid approach for basement

foundations can also be used in combination with
fiberglass or cellulose insulation.
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Vented crawlspaces must keep air and vapor out of the crawlspace floor
framing. Only high density closed cell spray polyurethane foam should be
used in all IECC Climate Zones (Figure 13 and Figure 14). A protection board
such as fibercement should be installed to prevent animals from getting into
the floor assembly.
Conditioned crawlspaces should be constructed as “mini” basements and
completely connected to the house (Figure 15).
Conditioning is provided by air change between the crawlspace and the
house or by dehumidification. The building code calls for 50 cfm per 1,000 ft 2
(approximately 25 l/s per 100 m2) of supply air or dehumidification. Numerous
approaches can be used (Figure 16a, 16b, 16c, 16d, 16e and 16f). When
you supply air to the crawlspace from an air conditioner or furnace (Figure
16a) there needs to be a way for air to come back to the house...besides
poor workmanship. A transfer grille is recommended (Figure 17). If you pull
air out of the crawlspace with a return duct (Figure 16b) there needs to be
a way for air to get from the house to the crawlspace and a transfer grille is
recommended.

Figure 13: Vented crawlspaces must keep air and
vapor out of the crawlspace floor framing. Only high
density closed cell spray polyurethane foam should
be used in all IECC Climate Zones.

If you supply and return air to the crawlspace from an air conditioner or
furnace (Figure 16c) you need a way to balance the air flows to avoid pressure
differences and a transfer grille is recommended.
A furnace or air conditioner with ducts to condition crawlspaces is not always
necessary. Conditioning can be accomplished with a supply fan (Figure 16d).
A transfer grille is required to provide a pathway back to the house.

Figure 14: A protection board such as fibercement
should be installed to prevent animals from getting
into the floor assembly.

An exhaust fan can be used to pull air out of the crawlspace and exhaust this
air to the exterior pulling air from the house (Figure 16e).
Conditioning can also be accomplished by installing a dehumidifier (Figure
16f).

Figure 15:

Conditioned crawlspaces should be

constructed as “mini” basements and completely
connected to the house.
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Figure 16 a: Supply air to
crawlspace.

Figure 16 b: Return air from
crawlspace.

Figure 16 c: Supply and return air
to and from crawlspace.

Figure 16 d: Supply fan to

Figure 16 e: Exhaust fan from

Figure 16 f: Dehumidifier.

crawlspace.

crawlspace.

Figure 17: Transfer grille.
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Commercial Spray Foam Guide

COMMERCIAL FOAM GUIDE
OVERVIEW
Spray foam insulation has significant advantages over other insulation systems
due to the spray foam ability to provide continuity of the water control, air
control, vapor control and thermal control layers necessary for environmental
separation. Using spray foam results in low exterior air leakage that provides
significant energy efficiency and significant sound attenuation. Using spray
foam results in excellent vapor control and thermal efficiency.
Spray polyurethane foam (SPF) – high density closed cell - is the only product
that can perform all of the functions of the principal control layers of the
“Perfect Wall” namely:
Figure 1: Concrete Masonry Wall – Spray-applied
closed-cell high-density foam is the water control
layer, the air control layer, the vapor control layer and
the thermal control layer. The high density closed
cell spray foam should be sprayed directly on the
block wall. An intervening additional water control
layer should not be installed as it interferes with the
bonding of the high density closed cell spray foam to
the substrate. The spray foam is the water control
layer.

The water control layer
The air control layer
The vapor control layer
The thermal control layer
Figure 1 and Figure 2 illustrate the typical configuration. The high density
closed cell spray foam should be sprayed directly on the block wall or directly
on the exterior sheathing. An intervening additional water control layer should
not be installed as it interferes with the bonding of the high density closed cell
spray foam to the substrate. The spray foam is the water control layer.
The steel stud cavity in Figure 2 can be insulated acoustically with low density
open cell spray foam or with fiberglass or cellulose. High density closed cell
spray foam should not be used for acoustical purposes.

Figure 2: Steel Stud Wall – Spray-applied closedcell high-density foam is the water control layer,
the air control layer, the vapor control layer and
the thermal control layer. The high density closed
cell spray foam should be sprayed directly on the
exterior sheathing. An intervening additional water
control layer should not be installed as it interferes
with the bonding of the high density closed cell spray
foam to the substrate. The spray foam is the water
control layer. The steel stud cavity can be insulated
acoustically with low density open cell spray foam
or with fiberglass or cellulose. High density closed
cell spray foam should not be used for acoustical
purposes.
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WINDOW INSTALLATION

Figure 3: Masonry Wall Sill Detail – Wood buck
with plywood or OSB lip creates under window
gutter. Note the foam “filet” picture framing the
opening.

Do not spray the SPF to the windows. A transition assembly between the
glazing systems and the wall assembly is required. The concept of an
extended “buck” is recommended (Figure 3 and Figure 4 for masonry backup walls and Figure 5 and Figure 6 for steel stud back-up walls). Notice the
plywood or OSB “lip” and the use of a liquid applied flashing membrane to
provide a drained opening – an under window “gutter” that directs water to
the outside face of the SPF should the window assembly leak. This approach
allows standard window installation approaches to be used. Also notice how
the membrane extends around the opening onto the face of the masonry
back-up wall or on the face of the sheathing over the steel stud back-up wall.
This is called “raccooning” – after the eyes of a raccoon. With this approach
the windows can be installed either before or after the application of the SPF.
Notice in the images the use of “grey” shading to “define” a spray foam “filet”?
Upon application SPF tends to pull away from some surfaces – shrinkage is a
term sometimes used. To prevent a gap from opening up between the edge
of the extended buck and the SPF the perimeter of the opening is “picture
framed” with SPF in a “filet” shape/geometry. Then the field of the wall is
sprayed.

Figure 4: Masonry Wall Head Detail - The foam
“filet” is sprayed first to prevent the head flashing
from being pulled upward leading to a negative
slope.

Figure 5: Steel Frame Wall Sill Detail – Note the
importance of the foam “filet”.

Figure 6: Steel Frame Wall Head Detail - Negative
slopes on flashing should be avoided.
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This is important at the tops of windows because if you don’t do it the flashings
can be pulled upwards resulting in a negative slope on the flashings. All
flashing, not just window flashing should have the “filet” treatment first before
the field of the wall gets sprayed.
Treat door openings the same way.

FRAME MOVEMENT
Concrete frame buildings shrink over time (Figure 7). This is often referred to
as “creep” or “frame-shortening” is used. It is common for “relieving angles”
and “soft” joints to be used to address frame movement (Figure 8 and Figure
9) and the concept of the “nested” track in Figure 10. The relieving angle is
shown in Figure 11. Also note how the relieving angle is held away from the
wall on brackets (or “stand-offs”) to control thermal bridging.
Buildings also move from side to side and vertical control joints are also
necessary (Figure 12 and Figure 13).

Figure 7: Frame Shortening or Creep

Figure 10: Nested Track – Allows for movement.

Figure 11: Stand-Offs For Relieving Angle –
Thermal bridging is controlled as well as frame

Figure 8: Masonry Soft Joint – Notice the gap.
Also, note the “seat” in the slab to deal with incidental
rainwater leakage.

shortening along with water, air and vapor.

Figure 12: Vertical Control Joint – Control joint in
back up wall and cladding.

Figure 13: Vertical Control Joint – Control joint
only in back up wall.

Figure 9: Steel Frame Soft Joint – Note the
“nested” track for the steel frame.
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CLADDING ATTACHMENT
SPF does not go on completely smooth and flat and of uniform thickness.
With brick veneers that is not an issue due to the air gap behind brick.

Figure 14: Z-Bar Thermal Bridge – Not energy
efficient.

Figure 15:
efficient.

Hat Channel Stand-Off – Energy

Figure 16: Inward Rotation Resistance - For the
screw to bend it has to rotate inward into the wall. For
it to rotate inward into the wall the girt or purlin has to
rotate with it. The compressive strength of the SPF
resists the inward rotation.

Figure 17: Truss Analogy - Structurally, this can be
calculated as a “truss.
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Attaching panel cladding through SPF requires “straight” and “planar” purlins
or girts. The key is to minimize thermal bridging. Using a metal Z-bar typically
results in thermal bridging (Figure 14). A “stand-off” approach is recommended
to address the conductivity of metal Z-bars. Long screws in a “spacer sleeve”
can be used (Figure 15). The compressive strength of the SPF addresses the
issue of screw bending – the “bending moment” of the screw. For the screw
to bend it has to rotate inward into the wall. For it to rotate inward into the wall
the girt or purlin has to rotate with it. The compressive strength of the SPF
resists the inward rotation (Figure 16 and Figure 17). Structurally, this can be
calculated as a “truss”. When the SPF is applied the foam expands outward
and bonds to the frames stiffening the assembly.

WALL TO ROOF CONTROL LAYER CONTINUITY
It is necessary to connect the water, air, vapor and thermal control functions
of the wall SPF to the corresponding water, air, vapor and thermal control
functions of commercial roof assemblies (Figure 18, Figure 19, Figure 20
and Figure 21).

Figure 18: Parapet Control Layer Continuity –
Steel stud to steel roof.

Figure 19: Parapet Control Layer Continuity –
Masonry wall to concrete roof.

Figure 20: Parapet Control Layer Continuity –
Balloon frame steel stud to steel roof.

Figure 21: Parapet Control Layer Continuity –
Zero height parapet.
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FIRE RATED EXTERIOR WALL, INTERIOR SEPARATION
WALL AND ROOF ASSEMBLIES
Figure 22 shows a 1 hour rated exterior wall assembly – UL – System No.
EWS0015 insulated with up to 4 inches of high density closed cell spray foam.
It can be constructed with a brick veneer, stone veneer, terracotta cladding
and stucco.
Figure 22:

Exterior Rated Wall – High density

closed cell spray foam with a 1 hour rating – UL –
System No. EWS0015. It can be constructed with a
brick veneer, stone veneer, terracotta cladding and
stucco.

Figure 23: Separation Wall - 2 hour separation
wall insulated with low density open cell spray foam
with a STC 50 rating using a single 2x4 wall – U301.

Figure 24:
Conditioned Unvented Roof
Assembly - 1 hour rated roof assembly insulated
with low density open cell spray foam – UL P522.
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Figure 23 shows a 2 hour separation wall insulated with low density open cell
spray foam with a STC 50 rating using a single 2x4 wall – U301.
Figure 24 shows a 1 hour rated roof assembly insulated with up to 10 inches
of low density open cell spray foam – P522.

OPEN CELL
SPRAY FOAM
INSULATION

CLOSED CELL
SPRAY FOAM
INSULATION
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